JACOB FEUERRING, Pianist

Sunday Evening, October 22, 1972 at Seven in the East Garden Court
PROGRAM

I

PADRE ANTONIO SOLER ... Sonata in D Major
(1729-83)
BALDASSARE GALUPPI ... Sonata in D Major
(1706-85)
Adagio - Allegretto - Largo - Giga
LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN ... Sonata in C Sharp Minor, Opus 27,
(1770-1827) No. 2 “Moonlight”
Adagio - Allegretto - Presto agitato

II

TING SHAN TE ... Variations on a Tibetan Folk Theme
MA SE TSONG ... Song of Canton
CHAN PUI FAN ... The Peddler
SANG-KEUN LEE ... Intermezzo (from Fantasy Suite)
SUNG-JAE LEE ... Piano Piece No. 1
YORITSUNE MATSUDAIRA ... Music Box
TAKEMITSU TORU ... Uninterrupted Rests
G. BATUEVA ... Prelude No. 1
A. ANDREEV ... The Peoples’ Spirit
L. NGUYEN VAN TY ... The Lanterns and Festival Song
from “Suite Vietnam”
AMIR PASARIBU ... Sampan on the River
Kesan from “Mosque Moods”
HALIM EL DABH ... Mekta in the Art of Kita
A. ADNAN SAYGUN ... Masal, A Tale from Inci’s Notebook
ALBERTO HEMSI ... Turkish Dance

INTERMISSION

III

FRÉDÉRIC CHOPIN ... Impromptu in A Flat Major
(1810-49)
CLAUDE DEBUSSY ... Jardins sous la pluie
(1862-1918)
SERGE PROKOFIEFF ... Prelude in C Major, Opus 12
(1891-1953)
SERGEI RACHMANINOFF ... Prelude in G Sharp Minor, Opus 32
(1873-1943)
ALEXANDER SCRIBAN ... Prelude in B Major, Opus 16
(1872-1915)
JOAQUIN TURINA ... Sacro Monte
(1882-1949)

This concert is broadcast by Station WGMS 570 AM and 103.5 FM.